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Abstract� Evolutionary algorithms �EAs� are often well�
suited for optimization problems involving several� often
con�icting objectives� Since �	
�� various evolutionary ap�
proaches to multiobjective optimization have been devel�
oped that are capable of searching for multiple solutions
concurrently in a single run� However� the few compara�
tive studies of di�erent methods presented up to now re�
main mostly qualitative and are often restricted to a few
approaches� In this paper� four multiobjective EAs are
compared quantitatively where an extended �� knapsack
problem is taken as a basis� Furthermore� we introduce
a new evolutionary approach to multicriteria optimization�
the Strength Pareto EA �SPEA�� that combines several fea�
tures of previous multiobjective EAs in a unique manner� It
is characterized by �a� storing nondominated solutions ex�
ternally in a second� continuously updated population� �b�
evaluating an individual�s �tness dependent on the num�
ber of external nondominated points that dominate it� �c�
preserving population diversity using the Pareto dominance
relationship� and �d� incorporating a clustering procedure
in order to reduce the nondominated set without destroying
its characteristics� The proof�of�principle results obtained
on two arti�cial problems as well as a larger problem� the
synthesis of a digital hardware�software multiprocessor sys�
tem� suggest that SPEA can be very e�ective in sampling
from along the entire Pareto�optimal front and distributing
the generated solutions over the trade�o� surface� More�
over� SPEA clearly outperforms the other four multiobjec�
tive EAs on the �� knapsack problem�

Keywords� Multiobjective optimization� Pareto optima�
lity� evolutionary algorithm� knapsack problem� niching�
clustering�

I� Introduction

M
ANY real�world problems involve simultaneous opti�
mization of several incommensurable and often com�

peting objectives� Often� there is no single optimal solu�
tion� but rather a set of alternative solutions� These solu�
tions are optimal in the wider sense that no other solutions
in the search space are superior to them when all objec�
tives are considered� They are known as Pareto�optimal
solutions�
Consider� for example� the design of a complex hard�

ware�software system� An optimal design might be an
architecture that minimizes cost and power consump�
tion while maximizing the overall performance� How�
ever� these goals are generally con�icting� one architec�
ture may achieve high performance at high cost� an al�
ternative low�cost architecture might considerably increase
power consumption�none of these solutions can be said
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to be superior if we do not include preference information
	e�g�� a ranking of the objectives
� Thus� if no such informa�
tion is available� it may be useful to have knowledge about
those alternative architectures� A tool exploring the design
space for Pareto�optimal solutions in reasonable time can
essentially aid the decision maker to arrive at a �nal design�

Evolutionary algorithms 	EAs
 seem to be particularly
suited for this task because they process a set of solutions
in parallel� possibly exploiting similarities of solutions by
recombination� Some researchers suggest that multiobjec�
tive search and optimization might be a problem area where
EAs do better than other blind search strategies ������ Al�
though this statement must be quali�ed with regard to the
�no free lunch� theorems ���� up to now there are few if any
alternatives to EA�based multiobjective optimization ����

Since the mid����s� there has been a growing interest
in solving multicriteria optimization problems using evo�
lutionary approaches� In the meantime� several multiob�
jective EAs are available that are capable of searching for
multiple Pareto�optimal solutions concurrently in a single
run� They di�er mainly in the �tness assignment� but the
question of which of these methods is better on what type of
problem is mostly unsettled� The few comparative studies
that have been published up to now remain mostly qualita�
tive and are often restricted to a few algorithms� Therefore�
extensive quantitative comparisons are needed in order to
assess the performance of the EAs in a greater context�
Previous e�ort in this direction has been reported in ����

In the present study� we provide a comparison of �ve
multicriteria EAs� four previously existing and one new� by
solving a multiobjective �� knapsack problem� Thereby�
two complementary quantitative measures are considered
in order to assess the performance of the algorithms con�
cerning the trade�o� surfaces produced� A random search
strategy as well as a single�objective EA serve as addi�
tional points of reference� The Strength Pareto Evolution�
ary Algorithm 	SPEA
� the new multiobjective approach
proposed in this paper� has been developed on the basis
of a comparative study previously carried out ���� it in�
tegrates established techniques used in existing EAs in a
single unique algorithm� We show that SPEA can have ad�
vantages over the other algorithms under consideration in
convergence to the Pareto�optimal front�

The paper is organized as follows� Section II introduces
key concepts used in the �eld of evolutionary multicriteria
optimization and gives an overview of the multiobjective
EAs considered in this investigation� The comparison of



the four multiobjective EAs on the �� knapsack problem
is the subject of Section III� which itself is divided into
three parts� description of the test problem� methodology
of the comparison� and experimental results� Section IV is
devoted to SPEA and describes both underlying principles
and the application to three problems 	Scha�er�s f�� knap�
sack problem� and system�level synthesis
� The last section
o�ers concluding remarks and future perspectives�

II� Multiobjective Optimization Using

Evolutionary Algorithms

A� De�nitions

A general multiobjective optimization problem can be
described as a vector function f that maps a tuple of m
parameters 	decision variables
 to a tuple of n objectives�
Formally�

min��max� y � f	x
 � 	f�	x
� f�	x
� � � � � fn	x



subject to x � 	x�� x�� � � � � xm
 � X
y � 	y�� y�� � � � � yn
 � Y

	


where x is called the decision vector� X is the parame�
ter space� y is the objective vector� and Y is the objective
space��

The set of solutions of a multiobjective optimization
problem consists of all decision vectors for which the cor�
responding objective vectors cannot be improved in any
dimension without degradation in another�these vectors
are known as Pareto optimal� Mathematically� the concept
of Pareto optimality is as follows� Assume� without loss of
generality� a maximization problem and consider two deci�
sion vectors a� b � X � Then� a is said to dominate b 	also
written as a � b
 i�

�i � f� �� � � � � ng � fi	a
 � fi	b
 �
�j � f� �� � � � � ng � fj	a
 � fj	b


	�


Additionally� in this study a is said to cover b 	a � b
 i�
a � b or f	a
 � f	b
� All decision vectors which are not
dominated by any other decision vector of a given set are
called nondominated regarding this set� If it is clear from
the context which set is meant� we simply leave it out� The
decision vectors that are nondominated within the entire
search space are denoted as Pareto optimal and constitute
the so�called Pareto�optimal set or Pareto�optimal front�

B� Fitness Assignment Strategies

In their excellent review of evolutionary approaches to
multiobjective optimization� Fonseca and Fleming �� cat�
egorize several multicriteria EAs and compare di�erent �t�
ness assignment strategies� In particular� they distinguish
plain aggregating approaches� population�based nonPareto
approaches� and Pareto�based approaches�
Aggregation methods combine the objectives into a

higher scalar function that is used for �tness calculation�

�The de	nitions and terms presented in this section correspond to
the mathematical formulations most widespread in multiobjective EA
literature �e�g�� 
��
��� For more detailed information� we refer to

��
���

Scalarization is mandatory when applying an EA� but ag�
gregation approaches have the advantage of producing one
single solution� On the other hand� de�ning the goal func�
tion in this way requires profound domain knowledge that is
often not available� Popular aggregation methods are the
weighted�sum approach� target vector optimization� and
the method of goal attainment ������ Nevertheless� pure
aggregation methods are not considered here because they
are not designed for �nding a family of solutions�
Population�based nonPareto approaches� however� are

able to evolve multiple nondominated solutions concur�
rently in a single simulation run� By changing the selec�
tion criterion during the reproduction phase� the search is
guided in several directions at the same time� Often� frac�
tions of the mating pool are selected according to one of the
n objectives ������� Other nonPareto algorithms use multi�
ple linear combinations of the objectives in parallel ������
Pareto�based �tness assignment was �rst proposed

in ���� All approaches of this type explicitly use Pareto
dominance in order to determine the reproduction proba�
bility of each individual� While nonPareto EAs are often
sensitive to the nonconvexity of Pareto�optimal sets� this
is not the case for Pareto�based EAs ���
Finally� some multiobjective EAs also make use of combi�

nations of the presented �tness assignment strategies 	e�g��
������
�

C� Multimodal Optimization and Preservation of Diversity

When we consider the case of �nding a set of nondomi�
nated solutions rather than a single�point solution� multi�
objective EAs have to perform a multimodal search that
samples the Pareto�optimal set uniformly� Unfortunately�
a simple 	elitist
 EA tends to converge towards a single
solution and often loses solutions due to three e�ects ����
selection pressure� selection noise� and operator disruption�
To overcome this problem� several methods have been de�
veloped that can be divided into niching techniques and
non�niching techniques ���� Both types aim at preserving
diversity in the population 	and therefore try to prevent
from premature convergence
� but in addition niching tech�
niques are characterized by their capability of promoting
the formulation and maintenance of stable subpopulations
	niches
�
Fitness sharing ��� is used most frequently� which is a

niching technique based on the idea that individuals in a
particular niche have to share the available resources� The
more individuals are located in the neighborhood of a cer�
tain individual� the more its �tness value is degraded� The
neighborhood is de�ned in terms of a distance measure
d	i� j
 and speci�ed by the so�called niche radius �share�
Depending on whether the distance function d	i� j
 oper�
ates on the genotypes or the phenotypes� one distinguishes
between genotypic sharing and phenotypic sharing� pheno�
typic sharing can be performed on the decision vectors or
the objective vectors� Currently� most multiobjective EAs
implement �tness sharing 	e�g�� ���������������������
�
Among the non�niching techniques� restricted mating is

the most common in multicriteria function optimization�



Basically� two individuals are allowed to mate only if they
are within a certain distance 	given by the parameter
�mate
 to each other� This mechanismmay avoid the forma�
tion of lethal individuals and therefore improve the online
performance� Nevertheless� as mentioned in ��� it does not
appear to be widespread in the �eld of multiobjective EAs
	e�g�� ��������
�
To our knowledge� other niching methods like crowd�

ing ���� and its derivatives as well as non�niching techniques
as isolation by distance ���� have never been applied to EAs
with multiple objectives 	an exception is o�ered in �����
cf� Section IV�D �Application to System�level Synthesis�
�

D� Four Population�based Approaches

In the following we present the multiobjective EAs ap�
plied to the knapsack problem in our comparison� For a
thorough discussion of other evolutionary approaches� we
refer to ����������

D� Vector Evaluated Genetic Algorithm

Scha�er ��� presented a multimodal EA called vector
evaluated genetic algorithm 	VEGA
 that carries out se�
lection for each objective separately� In detail� the mat�
ing pool is divided into n parts of equal size� part i is
�lled with individuals that are chosen at random from the
current population according to objective i� Afterwards�
the mating pool is shu�ed and crossover and mutation are
performed as usual� Scha�er implemented this method in
combination with �tness proportionate selection�
Although some serious drawbacks are known� this al�

gorithm has been a strong point of reference up to now�
Therefore� it was included in this investigation�

D�� Aggregation by Variable Objective Weighting

Another nonPareto approach was introduced in �� 	in
the following referred to as HLGA�Hajela�s and Lin�s ge�
netic algorithm
� that used the weighted�sum method for
�tness assignment� Thereby� each objective is assigned a
weight wi � ��� �� such that

P
wi � � and the scalar

�tness value is calculated by summing up the weighted ob�
jective values wi � fi	x
� To search for multiple solutions in
parallel� the weights are not �xed but instead encoded in
the genotype� The diversity of the weight combinations is
promoted by phenotypic �tness sharing� As a consequence�
the EA evolves solutions and weight combinations simul�
taneously� Finally� �� p���� emphasized mating restric�
tions to be necessary in order to �both speed convergence
and impart stability to the genetic search��
Several other multiobjective EAs make use of weighted�

sum aggregation 	e�g� ���
� We have chosen HLGA to rep�
resent this class of multiobjective EAs�

D�� Niched Pareto Genetic Algorithm

The niched Pareto genetic algorithm 	NPGA
 proposed
in ������� combines tournament selection and the concept
of Pareto dominance� Two competing individuals and a
comparison set of other individuals are picked at random
from the population� the size of the comparison set is given

by the parameter tdom� If one of the competing individuals
is dominated by any member of the set and the other is
not� then the latter is chosen as winner of the tournament�
If both individuals are dominated 	or not dominated
� the
result of the tournament is decided by sharing� The indi�
vidual that has the least individuals in its niche 	de�ned
by �share
 is selected for reproduction� Horn and Nafplio�
tis ������� used phenotypic sharing on the objective vec�
tors�
This algorithm seems to be widespread and is often taken

as reference in recent publications ����������� hence� it is
also examined here�

D�� Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm

Srinivas and Deb ��� also developed an approach based
on ���� called nondominated sorting genetic algorithm
	NSGA
� Analogous to ���� the �tness assignment is car�
ried out in several steps� In each� the nondominated so�
lutions constituting a nondominated front are assigned the
same dummy �tness value� These solutions are shared with
their dummy �tness values 	phenotypic sharing on the de�
cision vectors
 and ignored in the further classi�cation pro�
cess� Finally� the dummy �tness is set to a value less than
the smallest shared �tness value in the current nondomi�
nated front� Then the next front is extracted� This pro�
cedure is repeated until all individuals in the population
are classi�ed� In the original study ���� this �tness assign�
ment method was combined with a stochastic remainder
selection�
We have selected NSGA as the second Pareto�based EA�

although there are also other Pareto�based approaches that
may be under consideration for the comparison� e�g�� the
multiobjective EA presented in ����

III� Performance Comparison

In the following� the case study is described that has been
carried out using the above four multiobjective EAs for
solving an extended �� knapsack problem� The compari�
son focuses on the e�ectiveness in �nding multiple Pareto�
optimal solutions� disregarding their number� Neverthe�
less� in the case that the trade�o� surface is continuous
or contains many points� the distribution of the nondom�
inated solutions achieved is also important� Although we
do not consider the distribution explicitly� it in�uences the
performance of the EA indirectly�

A� The Multiobjective ��� Knapsack Problem

A test problem for a comparative investigation like this
has to be chosen carefully� The problem should be under�
standable and easy to formulate so that the experiments are
repeatable and veri�able� It should also be a rather gen�
eral problem and ideally represent a certain class of real�
world problems� Both applies to the knapsack problem�
the problem description is simple� yet the problem itself is
di cult to solve 	NP�hard
� Moreover� due to its practi�
cal relevance it has been subject to several investigations
in various �elds� In particular� there are some publica�
tions in the domain of evolutionary computation related



to the knapsack problem ������������� even in conjunction
with multiobjective optimization �����

A� Formulation As Multiobjective Optimization Problem

Generally� a �� knapsack problem consists of a set of
items� weight and pro�t associated with each item� and an
upper bound for the capacity of the knapsack� The task
is to �nd a subset of items which maximizes the total of
the pro�ts in the subset� yet all selected items �t into the
knapsack� i�e�� the total weight does not exceed the given
capacity ����
This single�objective problem can be extended directly

to the multiobjective case by allowing an arbitrary number
of knapsacks� Formally� the multiobjective �� knapsack
problem considered here is de�ned in the following way�
Given a set of m items and a set of n knapsacks� with

pi�j � pro�t of item j according to knapsack i�
wi�j � weight of item j according to knapsack i�
ci � capacity of knapsack i�

�nd a vector x � 	x�� x�� � � � � xm
 � f�� gm� such that

�i � f� �� � � � � ng �
mX
j
�

wi�j � xj 	 ci 	�


and for which f	x
 � 	f�	x
� f�	x
� � � � � fn	x

 is maxi�
mum� where

fi	x
 �

mX
j
�

pi�j � xj 	�


and xj �  i� item j is selected�

A�� Test Data

In order to obtain reliable and sound results� we used
nine di�erent test problems where both the number of
knapsacks and the number of items were varied�� Two�
three� and four objectives were taken under consideration�
in combination with ���� ���� and ��� items�
Following suggestions in ���� uncorrelated pro�ts and

weights were chosen� where pi�j and wi�j are random inte�
gers in the interval ��� ���� The knapsack capacities were
set to half the total weight regarding the corresponding
knapsack�

ci � ���

mX
j
�

wi�j 	�


As reported in ���� about half of the items are expected
to be in the optimal solution 	of the single�objective prob�
lem
 when this type of knapsack capacity is used� We also
examined more restrictive capacities 	ci � ���
 where the
solutions contain only a few items� As this had no sig�
ni�cant in�uence on the relative performance of the EAs�
we only present the results concerning the former type of
knapsack capacity in the following�

�The test data sets are available from the authors�

A�� Implementation

Concerning the chromosome coding as well as the con�
straint handling� we drew upon results published in �����
which examined EAs with di�erent representation map�
pings and constraint handling techniques on the 	single�
objective
 �� knapsack problem� Concluding from the ex�
periments in ����� penalty functions achieve best results
on data sets with capacities of half the total weight� how�
ever� they fail on problems with more restrictive capacities�
Since the experiments should be performed on both kinds
of knapsack capacities� we decided to implement a greedy
repair method that produced the best outcomes among all
algorithms under consideration when both capacity types
are regarded� This method is based on a vector represen�
tation and repairs infeasible solutions according to a pre�
de�ned scheme� We adopted this approach with a slightly
modi�ed repair mechanism�
In particular� a binary string s of length m is used to

encode the solution x � f�� gm� Since many codings lead
to infeasible solutions� a simple repair method r is applied
to the genotype s� x � r	s
� The repair algorithm re�
moves items from the solution coded by s step by step
until all capacity constraints are ful�lled� The order in
which the items are deleted is determined by the maxi�
mum pro�t�weight ratio per item� for item j the maximum
pro�t�weight ratio qj is given by the equation

�

qj � max
n
i
�

�
pi�j
wi�j

�
	�


The items are considered in increasing order of the qj � i�e��
those achieving the lowest pro�t per weight unit are re�
moved �rst� This mechanism intends to ful�ll the capacity
constraints while diminishing the overall pro�t as little as
possible�

B� Methodology

In the context of this comparison� several questions arise�
What quantitative measures should be used to express the
quality of the results so that the EAs can be compared in a
meaningful way! What is the outcome of a multiobjective
EA regarding a set of runs! How can side e�ects caused by
di�erent selection schemes or mating restrictions be pre�
cluded� such that the comparison is not falsi�ed! How can
the parameters of the EA� particularly the niche radius� be
set appropriately! In the following� we treat these prob�
lems�

B� Performance Measures

Two complementary measures were used to evaluate the
trade�o� fronts produced by the various EAs�
Size of the space covered� Let X � � 	x��x�� � � � �xk
 
 X
be a set of k decision vectors� The function S	X �
 gives the
volume enclosed by the union of the polytopes p�� p�� � � � pk�
where each pi is formed by the intersections of the follow�
ing hyperplanes arising out of xi� along with the axes� for

�This is a straight�forward extension to the single�objective ap�
proach presented in 
��� where qj � p��j�w��j �



each axis in the objective space� there exists a hyperplane
perpendicular to the axis and passing through the point
	f�	xi
� f�	xi
� � � � � fn	xi

� In the two�dimensional case�
each pi represents a rectangle de�ned by the points 	�� �

and 	f�	xi
� f�	xi

�
Coverage of two sets� Let X �� X �� 
 X be two sets of deci�
sion vectors� The function C maps the ordered pair 	X��X�

to the interval �����

C	X �� X ��
 ��
jfa�� � X ��� � a� � X � � a� � a��gj

jX ��j
	�


The value C	X �� X ��
 �  means that all points in X ��

are dominated by or equal to points in X �� The oppo�
site� C	X �� X ��
 � �� represents the situation when none
of the points in X �� are covered by the set X �� Note that
both C	X �� X ��
 and C	X ��� X �
 have to be considered� since
C	X �� X ��
 is not necessarily equal to C	X ��� X �
 	e�g�� if X �

dominates X �� then C	X �� X ��
 �  and C	X ��� X �
 � �
�
The �rst measure S has the advantage that each EA

can be evaluated independently of the other EAs� however�
convex regions may be preferred to concave regions� pos�
sibly overrating certain solutions� The second measure C
overcomes this drawback and can be used to show that the
outcomes of one algorithm dominate the outcomes of an�
other algorithm� although it does not tell how much better
it is�
Since in this comparison the focus is on �nding the

Pareto�optimal set rather than obtaining a uniform dis�
tribution along the trade�o� surface� we did not consider
the online performance of the EAs but rather the o�ine
performance� Thus� the nondominated set regarding all in�
dividuals generated over all generations was taken as the
output of an optimization run� Altogether �� independent
runs were performed per EA and test problem in order to
restrict the in�uence of random e�ects� Another randomly
created initial population was taken each time� and for each
test problem all EAs operated on the same �� initial pop�
ulations�

B�� Selection and Mating Restrictions

Actually� each multiobjective EA should be combined
with the selection scheme originally applied� But the in�
�uence of the selection scheme on the outcome of an EA
cannot be neglected� e�g�� �tness proportionate selection�
which is used in VEGA� is well known to have serious dis�
advantages ����� In order to guarantee a fair comparison�
all EAs considered were implemented with the same se�
lection scheme� binary tournament selection with replace�
ment� This selection method turned out to be superior to
both stochastic remainder selection 	used in ���
 and lin�
ear ranking selection on our test problems�that has been
con�rmed experimentally�
Unfortunately� a conventional combination of �tness

sharing and tournament selection may lead to chaotic be�
havior of the EA ����� Therefore� both NSGA and HLGA
were implemented using a slightly modi�ed version of shar�
ing� called continuously updated sharing� which was pro�
posed by the same researchers� Thereby� the partly �lled

next generation is used to calculate the niche count rather
than the current generation� Horn and Nafpliotis �������
introduced this concept in NPGA as well�

Another problem is the in�uence of mating restrictions�
While Hajela and Lin �� found it necessary to restrict
mating� the other EAs under consideration do not explic�
itly incorporate this concept� We decided not to use mating
restrictions in this study� since the e�ectiveness of the dif�
ferent �tness assignment and niching methods should be
compared� In addition� it was experimentally veri�ed that
no signi�cant improvement could be observed when run�
ning HLGA with mating restrictions�

B�� Parameter Settings

On all test problems� ��� generations were simulated per
optimization run� the probabilities of crossover 	one�point

and mutation were �xed 	��� and ���� respectively
� The
population size N was chosen to be dependent on the com�
plexity of the test problem� as can be seen in Table I� the
more knapsacks and items involved� the greater the value
forN � Following the guidelines in ����� the niche radius was
calculated based on normalized distance� assuming the for�
mation of � 	� and ��� respectively
 independent niches
in the case of � 	� and �� respectively
 knapsacks� In Ta�
ble I� ��share relates to sharing on the parameter space�
which is implemented in NSGA� while �share stands for
the niche radii used by HLGA and NPGA� Finally� the
domination pressure tdom� a parameter of NPGA� was de�
termined experimentally� All NPGA simulations were car�
ried out �ve times� each time using another value for tdom
	�"� �"� �"� ��"� and ��" of the population size
� At
the end� the parameter value which achieved the best re�
sults for the S measure was chosen per test problem 	cf� Ta�
ble I
�

TABLE I

Parameters that were adjusted to the problem complexity�

population size �N�� niche radius �objective space� �share�

parameter space� ��
share

�� and domination pressure �tdom��

number of parameters number of items
knapsacks ��� ��� ��

N ��� ��� ���

� �share ��	��	 ��	�	� ��	��	

�
�

share
��� ��� ��

tdom  �� ��

N ��� ��� ���

� �share ��	��� ��	�	� ��	���

��
share

��� ��� ��	

tdom �� �� ��

N ��� ��� ���

	 �share ��	�	� ��	��� ��	��

��
share

��� ��� ���

tdom �� � ��

C� Experimental Results

As additional points of reference� two further meth�
ods were considered in this comparison� random sampling
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Fig� � Trade�o� fronts for � knapsacks� here� the nondominated solutions regarding the 	rst � runs are plotted� For better visualization�
the points achieved by a particular method are connected by dashed lines and RAND is not included in the 	gure� Note that SPEA and
SP�S are described later�

and multiple independent sampling� The �rst algorithm
	RAND
 randomly generates a certain number of individ�
uals per generation� according to the rate of crossover and
mutation 	though neither crossover� mutation nor selection
are performed
� Hence the number of �tness evaluations
was the same as for the EAs� The second algorithm is an
elitist single�objective EA using weighted�sum aggregation�
In contrast to the other algorithms under consideration�
�� independent runs were performed per test problem�
each run optimizing towards another randomly chosen lin�
ear combination of the objectives� The nondominated so�
lutions among all solutions generated in the �� runs form
the trade�o� front achieved on a particular test problem�
Furthermore� two versions of the single�objective EA were
investigated� one with �� generations per linear combi�
nation 	SO�
 and another one that terminated after ���
generations in every single optimization run 	SO��
�

The results concerning the S measure 	size of the space
covered
 are shown in Figure �� the direct comparison of
the di�erent algorithms based on the C measure 	coverage

is depicted in Figure �� For each algorithm and ordered
pair of algorithms� respectively� there is a sample of �� S
respectively C values per test problem according to the ��
runs performed� Here� box plots ���� are used to visualize
the distribution of these samples� A box plot consists of a
box summarizing ��" of the data� The upper and lower
ends of the box are the upper and lower quartiles� while
a thick line within the box encodes the median� Dashed
appendages summarize the spread and shape of the distri�
bution� and dots represent outside values�

Generally� the simulation results prove that all multi�
objective EAs do better than the random search strategy�
Figure � shows that the trade�o� fronts achieved by RAND
are entirely dominated by the fronts evolved by HLGA�
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Fig� �� Box plots based on the C measure� Each rectangle contains nine box plots representing the distribution of the C values for a
certain ordered pair of algorithms� the three box plots to the left relate to � knapsacks and �from left to right� ���� ���� and ��� items�
correspondingly the three middle box plots relate to � knapsacks and the three to the right to � knapsacks� The scale is � at the bottom
and  at the top per rectangle� Furthermore� each rectangle refers to algorithm A associated with the corresponding row and algorithm B
associated with the corresponding column and gives the fraction of B covered by A �C�A�B��� Note that SPEA and SP�S are introduced
later�

NPGA� and NSGA 	with regard to the same population
�
Concerning the S distributions� the RAND median is less
by more than �� quartile deviations than the medians asso�
ciated with the EAs when the maximum quartile deviation
of all samples is considered�

Among the multiobjective EAs� NSGA seems to provide
the best performance� The median of the S values is for
each test problem greater than the corresponding medians
of the other three EAs by more than � quartile deviations�
In addition� on eight of the nine test problems NSGA covers

more than ��" of the fronts computed by HLGA� NPGA�
and VEGA in more than ��" of the runs� in ��" of the
runs it covers more than ��"� In contrast� those three
EAs cover less than �" of the NSGA outcomes in ��"
of all runs and less than ��" in ��" of the runs 	on eight
of the nine problems
� For � knapsacks and ��� items�
the coverage rates scatter more� however� NSGA achieves
higher C values in comparison with the other multiobjective
EAs�

Comparing NPGA and VEGA� there is no clear evidence
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Fig� �� Distribution of the S values for the nine test problems� Note
that RAND� SO�� and SO�� are not considered in this 	gure�
since the focus is on the four multiobjective EAs and otherwise
the di�erences between those algorithms would be blurred�

that one algorithm outperforms the other� although VEGA
seems to be slightly superior to NPGA� Only on two of the
test problems 	� knapsack� ��� and ��� items
 do the me�
dians of the S distributions of the two EAs deviate by more
than � quartile deviations 	in favor of VEGA
� In the di�
rect comparison based on the C measure� VEGA covers
more than ��" of the NPGA outcomes on average� while
NPGA achieves less than ��" coverage regarding VEGA
on average� Furthermore� both algorithms generate better
assessments in comparison with HLGA� With � and � knap�
sacks� the fronts produced by HLGA are dominated by the
NPGA and VEGA fronts by ��" 	cf� Figure �
� and the
medians of the S values associated with HLGA are more
than � quartile deviations less than the S medians related
to NPGA and VEGA� For � knapsacks� the S distributions
are closer together� however� the C measure indicates clear
advantages of NPGA and VEGA over HLGA�

Finally� the fact that SO�� covers on average more
than ��" of the nondominated solutions computed by
HLGA� NPGA� VEGA� and NSGA and achieves signi��
cantly greater S values 	the median is greater by more
than � quartile deviations than the other medians per
test problem
 suggests that none of the multiobjective EAs
converge to the Pareto�optimal front using the chosen pa�
rameter settings� This can also be observed in Figure �
where the trade�o� fronts obtained in � runs are plotted
for the two�dimensional problems� Note that the computa�
tional e�ort needed by SO�� to produce the depicted fronts
is �� times higher than the one for the multiobjective EAs�

IV� The Strength Pareto Approach

We propose a new approach to multiobjective optimiza�
tion� the Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 	SPEA
�
SPEA uses a mixture of established and new techniques in
order to �nd multiple Pareto�optimal solutions in parallel�
On one hand� similarly to other multiobjective EAs� it

� Stores the nondominated solutions found so far exter�
nally 	e�g�� ���������
�
� Uses the concept of Pareto dominance in order to assign
scalar �tness values to individuals� and
� Performs clustering to reduce the number of nondomi�
nated solutions stored without destroying the characteris�
tics of the trade�o� front �����

On the other hand� SPEA is unique in four respects�

� It combines the above three techniques in a single algo�
rithm�
� The �tness of an individual is determined only from the
solutions stored in the external nondominated set� whether
members of the population dominate each other is irrele�
vant�
� All solutions in the external nondominated set partici�
pate in selection�
� A new niching method is provided in order to preserve
diversity in the population� this method is Pareto�based
and does not require any distance parameter 	like the niche
radius for sharing
�

A� Algorithm

The �ow of the algorithm is as follows�

Step �� Generate an initial population P and create the
empty external nondominated set P ��

Step 	� Copy nondominated members of P to P ��
Step 
� Remove solutions within P � which are covered by

any other member of P ��
Step �� If the number of externally stored nondominated

solutions exceeds a given maximum N �� prune P �

by means of clustering�
Step �� Calculate the �tness of each individual in P as

well as in P ��
Step � Select individuals from P # P � 	multiset union
�

until the mating pool is �lled� In this study�
binary tournament selection with replacement is
used�

Step �� Apply problem�speci�c crossover and mutation
operators as usual�

Step �� If the maximum number of generations is reached�
then stop� else go to Step ��

In the next two sections� the �tness assignment as well
as the clustering procedure are described in detail�

A� Fitness Assignment

The �tness assignment procedure is a two�stage process�
First� the individuals in the external nondominated set P �

are ranked� Afterwards� the individuals in the population
P are evaluated�



Step �� Each solution i � P � is assigned a real value si �
��� 
� called strength	� si is proportional to the
number of population members j � P for which
i � j� Let n denote the number of individuals in
P that are covered by i and assume N is the size
of P � Then si is de�ned as si �

n
N�� � The �tness

fi of i is equal to its strength� fi � si�
Step 	� The �tness of an individual j � P is calculated by

summing the strengths of all external nondomi�
nated solutions i � P � that cover j� We add one
to the total in order to guarantee that members
of P � have better �tness than members of P 	note
that �tness is to be minimized� i�e�� small �tness
values correspond to high reproduction probabil�
ities
�

fj �  #
X
i�i�j

si where fj � �� N
�

To make the e�ect of this ranking method clear� take a
look at Figure �� The objective space which is covered by
the three nondominated solutions is divided into distinct
rectangles� Each subset of P � de�nes one such area that
all members of the subset cover in common� For instance�
the dark�shaded rectangle in the lower�left corner is cov�
ered by all three nondominated points� while the upper�left
bright�shaded rectangle is only covered by one nondomi�
nated point� We consider these areas as niches� and the
goal is to distribute the individuals over this �grid� such
that

�a� 	brighter�shaded
 areas covered by only a few non�
dominated points contain more individuals than 	darker�
shaded
 rectangles that are covered by many nondominated
points� and
�b� an area comprises as many individuals as the other
	equally�shaded
 rectangles that are covered by the same
number of nondominated points�

This mechanism intuitively re�ects the idea of preferring
individuals near the Pareto�optimal front and distributing
them at the same time along the trade�o� surface� In Fig�
ure �a
� the �rst aspect is illustrated� Individuals located
in the bright areas achieve better �tness values than the
remaining population members� Figure �b
 provides an
example for the second aspect and directly visualizes the
strength principle� Individuals having many neighbors in
their niche are penalized due to the high strength value of
the associated nondominated point� the �stronger� a non�
dominated solution� the less ��tter� are the covered individ�
uals�
The main di�erence to �tness sharing is that niches are

not de�ned in terms of distance but Pareto dominance�
This renders the setting of a distance parameter super�
�uous� although the parameter N � in�uences the niching
capability as we will discuss in the next section� Further�

�This term is adopted from 
��� where it was introduced in the
context of classi	er systems� it stands for a quantity summarizing the
usefulness of a rule� Here� it re�ects the usefulness of a nondominated
point�
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Fig� �� Two scenarios for a maximization problem with two objec�
tives� The number associated with each solution gives the 	tness
�and strength in case of nondominated points��

more� it has to be mentioned that this kind of �tness assign�
ment using two interacting populations has been inspired
by �������������������� Paredis ��� studied the use of coop�
erating populations in EAs and showed that symbiotic evo�
lution can speed up the search process� In �����������������
a similar concept was applied to immune system models
where two cooperative populations were used to maintain
population diversity� ���� reported that this method has
emergent properties that are similar to �tness sharing�

A�� Reducing the Pareto Set by Clustering

In certain problems� the Pareto�optimal set can be ex�
tremely large or even contain an in�nite number of so�
lutions� However� from the decision maker�s point of
view� presenting all nondominated solutions found is use�
less when their number exceeds reasonable bounds� More�
over� the size of the external nondominated set in�uences
the behavior of SPEA� On the one hand� since P � partici�
pates in selection� too many nondominated solutions might
reduce selection pressure and slow down the search �����
On the other hand� the strength niching mechanism relies
on a uniform granularity of the �grid� de�ned by the non�
dominated solutions 	cf� Figure �
� if the points in P � are
not distributed uniformly� the �tness assignment method
is possibly biased towards certain regions of the search
space� leading to an unbalanced distribution in the popu�
lation� Thus� pruning the external nondominated set while
maintaining its characteristics might be necessary or even
mandatory�
A method that has been applied to this problem success�

fully and studied extensively in the same context is cluster
analysis ��������� In general� cluster analysis partitions a
collection of m elements into n groups of relatively ho�
mogeneous elements� where n � m� The average linkage
method ����� a clustering approach that has proven to per�
form well on this problem 	cf� ����
� has been chosen in this
paper�

Step �� Initialize cluster set C� each external nondomi�
nated point i � P � constitutes a distinct cluster�
C �

S
iffigg�

Step 	� If jCj 	 N �� go to Step �� else go to Step ��
Step 
� Calculate the distance of all possible pairs of clus�



ters� The distance d of two clusters c� and c� � C
is given as the average distance between pairs of
individuals across the two clusters

d �


jc�j � jc�j
�
X

i��c��i��c�

jji� � i�jj

where the metric jj � jj re�ects the distance be�
tween two individuals i� and i� 	in this study an
Euclidean metric on the objective space is used
�

Step �� Determine two clusters c� and c� with minimal
distance d� the chosen clusters amalgamate into a
larger cluster� C � C n fc�� c�g � fc� � c�g� Go to
Step ��

Step �� Compute the reduced nondominated set by select�
ing a representative individual per cluster� We
consider the centroid 	the point with minimal av�
erage distance to all other points in the cluster

as representative solution�

Cunha et al� ���� also combined a multiobjective EA with
a clustering approach in order to achieve reasonably sized
Pareto sets� This algorithm� however� uses a di�erent clus�
tering method which has been proposed in ����� thereby�
for each objective� a tolerance value has to be speci�ed�
Moreover� it di�ers from SPEA with regard to the follow�
ing two aspects� 	a
 The nondominated solutions are not
stored externally� and 	b
 �tness sharing is incorporated to
preserve diversity in the population�

B� A Simple Test Function� Scha�er�s f�

A very simple test function for multiobjective optimizers
is the well�known function f� used by Scha�er ����� It is
de�ned as follows�

minimize f�	x
 � 	g	x
� h	x


where g	x
 � x�

h	x
 � 	x� �
�
	�


Obviously� the Pareto�optimal points are located in the
range x � ��� ��� Outside this interval� g as well as h are
increasing� while within the interval� there is a trade�o�
between the two functions 	one is increasing� the other one
is decreasing
�
To test SPEA on f�� we used a ��bit chromosome

which is decoded to a real number between �� and ��
The bit string �������������� encodes x � �� and
 stands for x � �� Furthermore� the fol�
lowing parameters were used for SPEA�

Population size 	N
� ��������
Size of external nondominated set 	N �
� �������
Crossover probability� ��
Mutation probability� ���
Number of generations� ��

Altogether� we tried three di�erent combinations of N and
N �� where N # N � equaled �� in each case� In order to
examine the e�ectiveness of SPEA alone� no mutation op�
erator was applied to the individuals� Instead� we used a
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Fig� �� Performance of SPEA and VEGA on Scha�er�s f��

crossover probability of ��� In addition� VEGA ran on
this problem with identical parameters 	N � ��
� In or�
der to guarantee a fair comparison� the o�ine performance
of VEGA is considered here� i�e�� the �nal trade�o� front is
formed by the nondominated solutions found during a run�
not only by the Pareto�optimal points in generation ���
The results produced by the algorithms using the same

initial population are shown in Figure ��� It can be ob�
served that SPEA is able to well approximate the Pareto�
optimal front� depending on the size of the external non�
dominated set� In comparison to VEGA� it evolved more
Pareto�optimal solutions 	VEGA���� SPEA��������
 and
distributed them more uniformly along the trade�o� front�

C� Performance on the ��� Knapsack Problem

The same parameters as for the other multiobjective EAs
were used for SPEA on the �� knapsack problem� For
reasons of fairness� N was set to ��� and N � to �� of the
population size given in Table I� In addition� a slightly
modi�ed version of SPEA was examined 	SP�S
 where P �

does not participate in the selection phase� there� the pop�
ulation size was the same as for the other EAs� and the size
of the external nondominated set was restricted to �� �N �
The results concerning the S measure 	size of the space

covered
 are depicted in Figure �� the direct comparison
of SPEA with the other algorithms based on the C mea�
sure 	coverage
 is shown in Figure �� Furthermore� Fig�
ure  gives the plots of the two�dimensional trade�o� fronts
achieved by SPEA and the other EAs� The main observa�
tions can be summarized as follows�

�Certainly� only limited weight can be given to a single run per al�
gorithm� Nevertheless� the results were similar when the experiments
were repeated with di�erent initial populations�
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Fig� �� SPEA in comparison with the other algorithms with regard
to the size of the covered space� The box plots represent the
distributions of the S values achieved in the �� optimization runs�

� SPEA achieves the best assessments among the multiob�
jective EAs� It covers ��" of the nondominated solutions
found by HLGA� NPGA� VEGA� and NSGA with eight of
the nine test problems� for � knapsacks and ��� items at
least ��" are covered� Vice versa� those algorithms cover
less than �" of the SPEA outcomes in all ��� runs� Con�
cerning the size of the covered space� the medians of the S
distributions related to SPEA are greater than the corre�
sponding medians of the other multiobjective EAs by more
than � quartile deviations� Although the Pareto�optimal
fronts of the test problems considered here are all convex�
we have shown recently ���� that SPEA also has advan�
tages over the other EAs for di�erent types of problems
	e�g�� non�convex functions
�
� As Figure  indicates� SPEA can �nd solutions that are
closer to the Pareto�optimal front than those produced by
SO�� in spite of less computational e�ort� This observation
is supported by the fact that SO�� covers only ��" of the
SPEA front with eight of the nine test problems 	SO�
less than �"
� However� the fronts found by multiple
single�objective searches contain many more solutions and
are wider in the sense that the size of the covered space
is signi�cantly greater 	cf� Figure �
� Whether SPEA can
outperform a single�objective EA with substantially less
computation time is the subject of future work� however�
it was shown recently ���� that this is the case for two�
dimensional problems of di�erent characteristics�
� Elitism seems to be important for the e�ectiveness of
the search� as SP�S performs substantially worse than
SPEA� Nevertheless� SP�S appears to do slightly better
than NSGA on the three� and four�dimensional problems�

Both the S values 	the median distance to NSGA is greater
than � quartile deviations
 and the C values suggest a slight
advantage for SP�S over NSGA� For � knapsacks� the re�
sults are ambiguous and do not allow a �nal conclusion to
be made�

D� Application to System�level Synthesis

The third application is a larger problem in the domain
of computer engineering that is concerned with computer�
based system�level synthesis� Blickle et al� ������������ have
presented an evolutionary approach to this problem which
we use as the basis for the SPEA implementation�

D� Problem description

In ����� system�level synthesis is considered as the prob�
lem of optimally mapping a task�level speci�cation onto a
heterogeneous hardware�software architecture� The input
consists of three parts�

� A behavioral description of a hardware�software system
to synthesize� The behavior is de�ned in terms of func�
tional objectives like algorithms� tasks� procedures� or pro�
cesses together with their data interdependencies�
�� A structural speci�cation of the system 	� a class of pos�
sible architectures
 where structural objects are general� or
special�purpose processors� ASICs� buses� and memories�
With each structural object� a �xed cost is associated that
arises when the particular resource is realized�
�� A Boolean function m of the set of functional objects
to the set of structural objects that de�nes the space of
possible mappings� when m	a� b
 � � the task a can be
mapped to the resource b� otherwise not� Additionally� a
latency function l gives the estimated time l	a� b
 that is
necessary to execute task a on resource b�

The optimization goal is to �nd an implementation which
simultaneously minimizes cost and execution time� thereby�
an implementation is described by

� The set of the selected resources and structural objects
	allocation
�
�� The mapping of the algorithm onto the selected archi�
tecture 	binding
� and
�� The schedule that de�nes the start times of the tasks on
the selected resources�

An example that visualizes the relations between input
and output is provided in Figure �� The behavioral speci�
�cation described by means of a directed graph contains
seven functional objects� where shaded nodes stand for
communication operations� The architecture� which in�
cludes a RISC processor� a digital signal processor 	DSP
�
and an application�speci�c integrated circuit 	ASIC
� in�
terconnected by two buses� is also modeled by a directed
graph� Finally� the function m is represented by edges be�
tween nodes of the two graphs� For instance� algorithm �
can be mapped to any chip while algorithm  has to be
executed on the RISC processor� On the right�hand side
of Figure �� a sample implementation is depicted� All re�
sources except Bus � are selected� thus all communications
are handled by Bus  	this is also re�ected by the binding
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Fig� �� System�level synthesis� problem statement �slightly modi	ed
example from 
����� Given is a set of algorithms together with
their data interdependencies� a superset of possible architectures�
and a set of possible mappings of algorithms to computing re�
sources� The goal is to 	nd an implementation that is described
by the selected architecture �allocation�� the selected mapping
�binding�� and a schedule for the algorithms to be executed on
the architecture�

that maps the communication nodes ���� and � to Bus 
�
For each functional object� a start time is given 	schedule
�

D�� EA Implementation

The overall picture of the EA is depicted in Fig�
ure �� Each individual encodes both allocation and bind�
ing� whereas the schedule is computed deterministically
by a heuristic list�scheduling algorithm incorporating loop
pipelining� An allocation is intuitively represented as a bi�
nary string� the length of which corresponds to the number
of speci�ed resources in the set of possible architectures� In
order to reduce the number of infeasible solutions� alloca�
tions are partially repaired by a heuristic whenever an in�
dividual is decoded� For the same reason� bindings are not
encoded directly using one chromosome but rather indi�
rectly based on several chromosomes� one chromosome in�
cluding a permutation of all tasks in the behavioral descrip�
tion determines the order in which the tasks are mapped
to the resources with respect to the repaired allocation�
Further lists� permutations of the set of resources� de�ne
separately for each task which resource is to be checked
next for mapping�
To obtain the entire Pareto�optimal front 	design space

exploration
� ���� used the same Pareto ranking method
proposed in ���� An individual�s �tness is equal to the
number of population members that dominate it� For the
purpose of a diverse population� he incorporated a niching
technique which has been rather seldom used� restricted
tournament selection 	RTS
 ����� RTS is a special binary
tournament selection for steady state EAs where two indi�
viduals hold tournament with the most similar individual
of a randomly chosen group� winners replace inferior indi�
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Fig� �� An evolutionary algorithm for system�level synthesis �picture
taken from 
��� p� ����� Depicted is the process of 	tness evalua�
tion� In the 	rst step� an allocation is derived from the informa�
tion encoded in the individual� The binding� which is computed
in the second step� depends on both the encoded information and
the allocation� Afterwards� the schedule is determined heuristi�
cally and the resulting implementation is assessed concerning the
design criteria� possibly taking user�de	ned constraints into ac�
count�

TABLE II

Video Codec� Nondominated solutions found by the three

different methods� In each column� the pairs set in italic

mark points that are inferior to any point in the other two

columns� The outcomes of the single�objective EA are taken

from �	
� p� 	���

SPEA single�objective EA RTS #
Pareto ranking
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D�� Experimental Results

The presented EA has been implemented with the
Strength Pareto approach for multiobjective optimization
and compared both to a single�objective EA and to the al�
gorithm proposed in ����� The synthesis of a video codec�
based on the H��� standard 	cf� ���� Chapter ��
� was cho�
sen as test problem� the search space of this problem con�
tains about �� � �� possible bindings�
All algorithms ran with a population size of �� 	SPEA�

�� with � externally stored nondominated solutions
� a
crossover probability of ���� and a mutation probability
of ���� In case of the two multiobjective EAs� the o�ine
performance over � independent runs with �� generations
each was considered� The single�objective EA was used to
optimize each objective separately� for the other objective�
a maximum value� a constraint� was de�ned� We examined
 di�erent latency constraints when minimizing cost and
 cost constraints in the case of latency optimization� For
each constraint� the best result out of � independent runs



	�� generations each
 was taken� and the nondominated
solutions of all �� single�objective results constituted the
�nal Pareto set�
SPEA covers ��" and dominates ��" of the solutions

found by the combination of RTS and Pareto ranking as
shown in Table II� Although Blickle ���� ran the algorithm
with a population size of �� and a maximum number of
��� generations� the results he reported are the same as
generated by the single�objective EA 	Table II� second col�
umn
� Moreover� in spite of signi�cantly lower computa�
tional e�ort� SPEA covers ��" and dominates ��" of the
nondominated front achieved by the single�objective EA�

V� Conclusions

This study compared four multiobjective EAs on a mul�
tiobjective �� knapsack problem with nine di�erent prob�
lem settings� The quality of the Pareto�optimal sets
achieved was measured quantitatively by the size of the
covered space� Additionally� the approaches were com�
pared directly by evaluating the outcomes regarding the
concept of Pareto dominance�
All multiobjective EAs clearly outperformed a pure ran�

dom search strategy which randomly generates new points
in the search space without exploiting similarities between
solutions� Among these multicriteria EAs� the nondom�
inated sorting genetic algorithm ��� achieved the best re�
sults on all test problems� It is followed by VEGA ��� which
seems to have slight advantages over the niched Pareto ge�
netic algorithm ������� on this type of problem� Compared
with Hajela�s and Lin�s weighted�sum approach ��� both
VEGA and NPGA were assessed as better regarding the
two performance measures considered here�
Furthermore� a new evolutionary approach to multiob�

jective optimization has been provided 	SPEA
 that di�ers
from existing multicriteria EAs in the kind of �tness as�
signment based on principles of coevolution and the niching
technique founded on the concept of Pareto dominance� As
shown on three applications� SPEA is capable of e ciently
guiding the search towards the Pareto�optimal front� On
the �� knapsack problem� it outperformed the other four
multiobjective EAs by a wide margin� Moreover� the exper�
imental results indicate that SPEA can even �nd solutions
that are closer to the globally optimal trade�o� surface than
solutions evolved by a single�objective EA optimizing a lin�
ear combination of the objectives�
With regard to future perspectives� it may be worthwhile

to investigate the following issues�

� If possible� other probabilistic search algorithms like sim�
ulated annealing� hill climbing� tabu search� etc�� as well as
�exact� methods 	e�g�� integer linear programming� branch�
and�bound
 and deterministic heuristics 	cf� ���
 should be
tested on the multiobjective �� knapsack problem� This
would permit a more precise assessment of the performance
of the EAs�
� The distribution of the obtained nondominated sets
should be included in the comparison� Although the size of
the covered space is a performance measure that takes this
property into account� it does not allow separate evaluation

of the distribution�
� Comparative studies should also be performed on the ba�
sis of other test problems with di�erent characteristics 	e�g��
non�convexity
� First steps in this direction have already
been made �����
Finally� as stated in ��� a theory of evolutionary multi�
objective optimization is still required� examining di�erent
�tness assignment methods in combination with di�erent
selections schemes�
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